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Computational approaches supporting the early characteriza-
tion of fragment molecular recognition mechanism represent a
valuable complement to more expansive and low-throughput
experimental techniques. In this retrospective study, we have
investigated the geometric accuracy with which high-through-
put supervised molecular dynamics simulations (HT-SuMD) can
anticipate the experimental bound state for a set of 23
fragments targeting the SARS-CoV-2 main protease. Despite the
encouraging results herein reported, in line with those
previously described for other MD-based posing approaches, a
high number of incorrect binding modes still complicate HT-
SuMD routine application. To overcome this limitation, frag-
ment pose stability has been investigated and integrated as
part of our in-silico pipeline, allowing us to prioritize only the
more reliable predictions.

Fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) has progressively estab-
lished as a game-changing approach to navigate the chemical
space in the drug discovery pipelines, both on academic and
industrial early discovery stages.[1–3] By definition, fragments are
low molecular weight organic molecules able to recognize a
target of therapeutic interest in a mild affinity range and with a
poor selectivity profile.[4] Intriguingly, the screening of small-
sized fragment libraries in place of conventional larger ones has
proven to provide better coverage of the chemical diversity and
higher hit rates.[5,6] The identification of such weak binders,
however, strictly depends on the implementation of biophysical
screening techniques, such as X-Ray Crystallography (XRC),
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), surface plasmon resonance
(SPR), or Thermal Shift Assay (TSA).[1,7,8] Anyway, broad differ-
ences exist among such methods and each of them suffers

unique limitations in the challenging identification of reliable
fragment; indeed the agreement in the hits identified is
surprisingly limited.[9–11] Besides, only XRC and NMR offer the
possibility to investigate the binding mode of weak binders. In
light of this, structure-based computational strategies have
increasingly gained appeal.[12–14] As highlighted in a recent
review, during the last decade Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations have been extensively applied also in the FBDD
field, providing an atomistic insight on the fragment-receptor
binding mechanisms, with a femtosecond temporal
resolution.[15] From this perspective, we recently developed HT-
SuMD, a computational protocol exploiting supervised MD
simulations to perform the screening of a small fragments
library in a competitive timescale.[16] The performance of the
protocol in prioritizing the most promising fragment binders
was compared with NMR-based screening, against the onco-
logical protein target Bcl-xL. Despite the notable agreement
with NMR in identifying the most promising hits, the lack of
structural data prevented the assessment of HT-SuMD accuracy
in fragments binding mode prediction, which would represent
a valuable set of information to guide the subsequent hit to
lead (H2L) optimization steps. In this methodological study, we
have therefore retrospectively investigated the accuracy of HT-
SuMD simulations in reproducing the experimental binding
mode of several fragment-protein complexes, exploiting the 3-
C-like main protease (Mpro) of the novel SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus
as a relevant case study. Following indeed the dramatic spread
of the COVID-19 pandemic, a collaborative XRC fragment
screening against the protein Mpro has timely offered to the
scientific community valuable structural information to accel-
erate the rational design of new protease inhibitors.[17–19] For
this validation study in detail, among the 71 fragments
targeting the catalytic site of Mpro originally identified by the
XRC screening, only the 23 presenting a reversible mechanism
of recognition were taken into consideration, due to the
impossibility of modeling covalent reactivity through classical
molecular mechanics (MM) force fields.[20,21]

Results and Discussion

Characterization of fragment-receptor complexes

The high-quality Mpro crystallographic structures were collected
from the Protein Data Bank database (PDB ID are reported in
Table 1 of SI) and prepared by applying symmetric trans-
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formation to each asymmetric unit, thus recreating the original
functional dimer.[22] A visual inspection of the catalytic clefts has
revealed how the 23 non-covalent fragments comprehensively
explore most protease binding subsites (S1, S2, S3, and S1’)
while providing decent coverage of chemical diversity. Besides,
Mpro catalytic cleft is easily accessible from the bulk solvent and
hence suitable to SuMD studies, as recently demonstrated for a
couple of Mpro inhibitors.[23] The complexity, as well as the
plasticity of the Mpro binding pocket, made this test case
particularly challenging, the reason why an MD-based stability
characterization of all the experimental-solved crystallographic
complexes was performed, before investigating HT-SuMD
accuracy in the fragment posing process. For this purpose, the
AMBER14SB force field was combined with the general amber
force field (GAFF) to parameterize respectively the protein
biopolymers and the small organic fragments.[24,25] To ensure
results robustness, 5 trajectories each 20 ns long were collected
for all Mprocomplexes, resulting in a total of 2.3 μs of conven-
tional MD simulations. The content of information extrapolated
from a single trajectory has been hence doubled by simply
repeating the analysis against the two distal and independent
catalytic sites of the homodimeric SARS-CoV-2 Mpro. To charac-
terize the geometric stability of the experimental-solved frag-
ment complexes the root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) of
ligands heavy atoms has been chosen as a metric, then
summarizing the results through a heatmap representation, as
reported in Figure 1.

The colorimetric scale helps in differentiating those frag-
ments which maintained the original binding mode during all
the collected replicates (green color), from others undergoing a
neat perturbation of the recognition modality (yellow color) or
that even experience a spontaneous unbinding event, repeti-
tively leaving the catalytic cleft (red color). Interestingly, a
strong correlation was identified between the topological
localization of the fragments and their RMSFavg, with those
ligands occupying the highly flexible S2 subsite also showing
the more pronounced propensity in losing the experimental-
solved binding mode. This information not only offers valuable
insights for the H2L optimization phase but also opens up
questions about the suitability of MD-based approaches for the
posing of ligands characterized by such limited structural
stability.

Fragments posing through HT-SuMD

HT-SuMD protocol has been applied to investigate the binding
mechanism of the 23 non-covalent fragments against the
unliganded crystal structure of the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro (PDB ID
6YB7). As accurately described in the original paper, HT-SuMD
manages the preparation, collection, and analysis of multiple
SuMD simulations in an automatic modality, only requiring the
binding pocket localization as initial information. SuMD, briefly,
exploiting a tabu-like supervision algorithm that monitors in
times variations in the ligand-protein binding site distances,
could be considered an enhanced sampling approach improv-
ing the efficiency with which rare events, such as binding, are

described.[26,27] For each fragment investigated, a solvated MD
simulation box has been set up (a detailed description is
reported on supplementary materials) and equilibrated after
distancing the ligand at least 30 Å away from the protein
catalytic cleft, to avoid premature intramolecular interactions.
Also in this case, as an attempt to increase the robustness of
the results, 10 SuMD replicates have been collected, resulting in
a total of 6.3 μs of simulation time. The ensemble of 230
trajectories describing different fragment binding pathways has
been later geometrically discretized through DBSCAN, a den-
sity-based clustering algorithm, which allows all the most
populated ligand-protein states to emerge from the back-
ground noise.[28,29] In detail, a cluster is initialized if it contains at

Figure 1. Fragment stability assessed by classical MD of the 23 crystallo-
graphic complexes. For each MD simulation collected (x-axis) starting from
the crystallographic ligand-receptor complexes (y-axis), the pose stability
value of the fragment is herein reported through a heatmap representation.
The colorimetric scale, from green to red, quantitatively represents the RMSF
computed for each ligand heavy atoms (0 to 5 Å scale). The MD simulation
were carried out on each subunit of the Mpro functional dimer resulting in
two set (labelled a and b) for each of the 5 runs.
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least 25 similar fragments conformations, which therefore differ
from each other by no more than 1.5 Å. Finally, each binding
mode was qualitatively evaluated using the MM/GBSA approach
to approximate the ligand-protein free energy of binding, thus
allowing to perform a ranking of the predicted poses.[30] The
accuracy of the predictions was assessed by comparing each
cluster of fragment conformations identified with the respective
crystallographic reference, computing the root-mean-square
deviations (RMSD) of non-hydrogen atomic coordinates. The
results obtained for the 23 Mprocrystallographic inhibitors have

been extensively reported in the supplementary information
(SI_HT-SuMD.xlsx) and graphically summarized in Figure 2,
exploiting a colorimetric map to differentiate the correctness of
the posing protocol. More specifically, for each fragment, the
minimum RMSD (RMSDmin) and the average RMSD (RMSDavg)
values for the best cluster, i. e. the cluster closer to the
crystallographic reference, were reported then comparing the
predicted binding mode with the experimental one. The
fragment posing exercise was considered correctly achieved if

Figure 2. The results of the HT-SuMD posing protocol have been herein summarized. For each of the 23 fragments investigated the cluster of ligand
conformations closes to the experimentally solved binding mode was reported, measuring the accuracy of the prediction through the RMSDavg and RMSDmin

values of the selected cluster. The crystallographic reference has been rendered in white color, while the HT-SuMD predicted binding modes have been
differentiated in green, yellow, and red color, following the criteria described in the legend. In the case of partially predicted fragments, in which a good
binding geometry was retrieved but erroneously ranked, the magnitude of the error has been underlined reporting the incorrect ranking position.
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the RMSDmin of the cluster selected falls below the cut-off value
of 2 Å.

For 11 fragments out of 23, representing almost half of the
considered cases, the protocol was able to identify and correctly
rank the experimental binding mode (green-coloured mole-
cules). Among these, the most noteworthy case is represented
by the fragment with the PDB ID 5RGI, the only one targeting
the S1’ subsite. HT-SuMD posing approach, fully exploring the
conformational flexibility of the receptor, was able to reproduce
the fragment crystallographic binding mode in an extremely
accurate way, with an RMSDmin value of 0.46 Å. This result is
impressive since, in the unliganded Mpro structure chosen in this
study, the S1’ pocket, due to a different orientation of the
residues composing the catalytic dyad (H41 and C145), is
initially inaccessible.

For the remaining 12 fragments, an in-depth analysis
highlighted two orthogonal reasons underneath the HT-SuMD
based posing failures. In 5 cases the MM/GBSA-based scoring
method was unable to prioritize the experimental binding
mode, even if it was exhaustively sampled by SuMD simulations
(yellow-colored molecules). The incorrect ranking position was
then reported in Figure 2 within a squared box, to underline
the magnitude of the scoring error. This disagreement may be
caused by limitations affecting the MM models, as errors in the
fragments force field parameters or, more intriguingly, the
crystallographic structures could capture only one of the
possible accommodation states that the ligand can explore
within the binding site.[31] In the other 7 cases instead, the
experimental conformation was never sampled (red-colored
molecules), suggesting possible MD-sampling issues that may
be addressed by widening the number of SuMD replicates
performed for each compound, however increasing the compu-
tational cost of our approach. The accuracy of HT-SuMD
protocol, therefore, with 48% of correct binding mode
predictions is greater than non-native docking-based protocols
reported in the literature and in line with that of other MD-
based fragments posing approaches.[32,33] It appears however
evident how the posing of fragments still represents a tough
pharmaceutical challenge, in particular, as suggested by
Verdonk, for those characterized by a low-ligand efficiency (LE).
Even our computational approach, in about half of the
examined cases, fails to return a reliable result making its
routine application very complex in a pharmaceutical drug
discovery context.

To elucidate the applicability domain of HT-SuMD and
better understand the limitations related to the implementation
of MD-based protocols for the fragment binding modes
prediction, we have therefore investigated if the fragment pose
stability, a geometric-dynamic property, could impact the
predictivity of our method. The fragment pose stability retraces
the concept behind the structural stability criterion that has
recently been discussed also by Barril’s research group, as a
complement to more traditional thermodynamic-based ap-
proaches in the identification of correct fragment-receptor
binding mode.[34] HT-SuMD outcomes have therefore been
compared, as reported in Figure 3, with the average values of
atomic coordinates fluctuation (i. e. RMSFavg) respectively

showed by each crystallographic fragment in the classical MD
study previously discussed. Intriguingly, a clear pattern is
noticeable since almost the totality of the correctly predicted
binding modes (9/11) has been recovered for those fragments
characterized by marked structural stability, with an RMSFavg

value lower than 2.5 Å. Above this empirical cut-off, consistently
most of the incorrect predictions concentrate, thus corroborat-
ing the existence of an inverse relationship linking together the
stability of a crystallographic final state and the ability to
correctly anticipate it through MD-based approaches, as our
protocol configure.

Fragment poses stability as a confidence metric

The relationship described above could therefore be exploited
to drive the analysis and the interpretation of HT-SuMD results,
providing an observable with which distinguish reliable binding
modes predictions from decoys. To test this hypothesis, the
results collected through HT-SuMD posing protocol were
retrospectively evaluated simulating a real screening scenario,
in which crystallographic references are not available. Hence,
for each of the 23 Mprofragments previously investigated
through HT-SuMD, the binding mode with the lowest MM/
GBSA score was blindly selected, regardless of whether or not it
corresponds to the original experimental pose. Then, multiple
classical MD simulations 20 ns long were started from the
predicted final states, to characterize their relative fragment
pose stability. Results of this study have been summarized in
Figure 4, sorting the data concerning the RMSFSuMD values, or
the average fluctuations of SuMD-predicted binding poses,
computed on the fragment‘s heavy atoms.

A first interesting aspect to underline is how almost the
totality of the correct binding modes anticipated by HT-SuMD
(green-colored molecules) only undergoes a mild conforma-
tional perturbation during classical MD simulations, in agree-

Figure 3. HT-SuMD predictions have been analyzed and related to the
average fragment pose stability values (RMSFavg) showed by each original
crystallographic complex during the MD-based characterization study.
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ment with the results described in the first part of the
manuscript for the crystallographic complexes. On the contrary,
incorrect binding mode (yellow and red-colored molecules) in
most of the cases experience great lability when refined
through MD simulations, sometimes even culminating in a
spontaneous unbinding event of the fragment.

These observations corroborate the initial hypothesis,
suggesting how a combination of HT-SuMD protocol for the
posing of fragments with classical MD simulation for the
refinement of results could represent an optimal operative
pipeline, which allows overcoming some of the previously
discussed methodological limitations. In this specific case
indeed, the implementation of a geometric-dynamic property,
namely the RMSFSuMD, results extremely useful to qualitatively
estimate the reliability of the in-silico predicted poses.

Observing the ranking reported in Figure 3, as the structural
stability of the HT-SuMD predicted binding mode decreases, a

worsening in posing accuracy occurs contextually. Intriguingly,
also, in this case, 2.5 Å configure as a valuable empirical
threshold which allows us to prioritize all the 11 correct
fragment binding mode predictions. However, it is worth noting
how the same cut-off is also responsible for the incorporation
of three false positives, predictions characterized by remarkable
structural stability, but which are nevertheless geometrically far
from the crystallographic reference. For what concerns the
fragment belonging to the PDB ID 5R7Y complex, HT-SuMD
protocol has probably prioritized a metastable binding mode
anticipating the experimental one, that has been nevertheless
sampled through MD simulations but incorrectly scored by
MM/GBSA. In the other two cases (PDB ID 5REH and 5RGK) the
misprediction affects two fragments sharing a similar structure
and interactivity. In the specific case of the 5REH complex, the
HT-SuMD posing protocol has prioritized an alternative binding
mode in which the pyridine portion of the fragment is correctly
predicted, reproducing the key hydrogen bond interaction with
H163 residue, while the remaining flexible portion is errone-
ously accommodated in the subsite S2 causing, as indicated in
Figure 2, the high RMSD value of the cluster. This aspect is
particularly interesting in the FBDD context, considering how
the mild affinity profile characterizing these compounds could
determine multiple recognition modes.

Conclusion

The elucidation of fragment binding modes in the early stages
of FBDD campaigns still represents a tough medicinal chemistry
task, which can be mitigated by the concomitant application of
in-silico approaches. In this work, we have therefore inves-
tigated the geometric accuracy with which our recently
developed computational protocol can reproduce experimen-
tally solved fragment-receptor complexes. For this purpose, the
XRC structures of 23 non-covalent fragments targeting SARS-
CoV-2 Mpro, a pharmaceutical hot target in this actual COVID-19
pandemic, were exploited. HT-SuMD, as summarized in Figure 5,
samples for each fragment multiple binding trajectories (Box 1),
which are subsequently geometrically discretized through
DBSCAN clustering and energetically evaluated using the MM/
GBSA approach (Box 2). Our methodology was able to recover
and prioritize in almost half of the cases taken into consid-
eration (48%) the original fragment bound geometry, with an
accuracy comparable to that described for other MD-based
posing approaches.

Intriguingly, a clear correlation has been identified between
HT-SuMD posing accuracy and the stability of the respective
crystallographic complexes, with most of the correct binding
modes predictions retrieved for those fragments characterized
by a low RMSFavg. In light of this aspect, a refinement step of
HT-SuMD results through classical MD simulations has become
an integrative part of our posing protocol (Figure 5– Box 3).
More specifically, the structural stability of the predicted bind-
ing mode, i. e. the RMSFSuMD, has been exploited and validated
as a metric to qualitatively estimate the reliability of each single
in-silico prediction. In this way, it was possible to effectively

Figure 4. HT-SuMD predicted binding modes (i. e. the cluster of fragments
conformations characterized by the lowest MM/GBSA value) have undergone
an MD-based refinement step. The fragment poses stability of each
prediction, measured as the RMSFSuMD, has been exploited to rank HT-SuMD
results, allowing in this way to efficiently prioritizing the correct binding
modes at the expense of the incorrect ones. The dashed line delimits the
empirical cut-off of 2.5 Å used to discriminate the reliability ofHT-SuMD
posing prediction.
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rank and prioritize the 11 correct HT-SuMD binding poses while
discharging the ones characterized by a marked instability that
was mainly revealed as incorrect predictions. This concept is
exemplified in Video1 (supplementary information), reporting
how MM/GBSA, a thermodynamic-based approach, fails in
distinguishing a correct form and incorrect fragment binding
pose, while the subsequent MD refinement steps allow high-
lighting a marked difference between the two different
predictions, in terms of RMSFSuMD.

Despite these preliminary encouraging results, which must
be certainly consolidated with further case studies, an improve-
ment in the fragment posing accuracy is however still desirable.
From this perspective, the ever-increasing computing power
that will be available in the next years coupled with the
continuous optimization of the conformational sampling algo-
rithm, as well as the force fields model used, could pave the
way for the development of more accurate fragment posing
protocols, that could massively impact many in-silico FBDD
pipelines.
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